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1.1. What is EZTitles Plug-in
Thank you for choosing EZTitles Plug-in for Avid®.
The better you are acquainted with your software, the easier it will be to work with it.
So please, take the time to read this manual and familiarize yourself with the information that we have complied for
you before starting off with your new power subtitling tool.
It contains important data and instructions intended to assist you in gaining maximum usage benefits and
satisfaction from your Plug-in's range of technical features and capabilities.
At a glance you have discovered an advanced tool for Avid®, which allows the import, render and manipulation of
.EZT, .PAC, .890, .EBU, .RTF, ASCII Text, .SRT, .SUB and Cheetah and NCI CAP subtitle files.
The plug-in can burn 3D subtitles created with our dedicated software - 3DTitles into the video with great ease.
EZTitles Plug-in for Avid® is amazingly easy to learn and a joy to use.
We wish you an enjoyable subtitling experience.

EZTitles Team
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1.2. Features and Requirements
System Requirements
The EZTitles Plug-in for Avid must be installed on a computer running Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1,
Windows 10 and Avid Xpress, Avid Media Composer 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0

Supported File Formats
With the Plug-in you can load subtitles from the following file formats:

REZTitles subtitle file format (EZT extension)
RCompressed PAC files (PAC extension)
R890 subtitle files (890 extension)
REBU subtitle files (STL extension)
RPlain ASCII with time code subtitle files (TXT extension)
RSubRip subtitle files (SRT extension)
RMicroDVD subtitle files (SUB extension)
RRTF
RCheetah CAP
RNCI CAP captions files

Support
If you need additional help with the EZTitles Plug-in for Avid you can always consult the following sources:
EZTitles Web site can be found at http://www.eztitles.com. You can also obtain the latest EZTitles Plug-in
version from there.
EZTitles Support – support@eztitles.com
Phone Support - You can call us from Monday to Friday between 9AM and 18 PM CET at + 359 2 4169763
or + 359 2 4197542.
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1.3. Copyright and Distribution
All rights of the EZTitles Plug-in for Avid product belong to EZTitles Development Studio Ltd. When buying it, you
obtain the right to use it on one computer at a time only.
You are not allowed to use it on more than a single workstation at a time, unless you have been given special
permission by EZTitles Development Studio Ltd. to do so.
Making copies of the product or certain part of it is permitted for backup purposes only.
You are given no permission to modify, change, adapt, translate, disassemble, decompile or create secondary
products based on the original one.
Distribution of the EZTitles Plug-in for Avid product or granting user rights to third parties is strictly forbidden,
unless you have been granted special rights for that by EZTitles Development Studio Ltd. to do so.
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This topic contains the following information:
Installing EZTitles Plug-in
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2.1. Installing EZTitles Plug-in
Installing EZTitles Plug-in for Avid® is pretty easy. You just have to click the Next button after you’ve fulfilled the
instructions on every page of the wizard.
So we will focus only on the pages where you will be asked to make a decision. Eventually, you will come across
the following dialog:

License Agreement

After you have read and agreed to the EZTitles Plug-in for Avid® software license, click the Next button and you’ll
see the following dialog:
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Select the Destination folder

Here you can specify the directory where the plug-in will be installed. By default it is the one specified on the above
screenshot.
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Start Menu Folder

Afterwards you’ll be asked to specify the Start Menu folder where the program will create and place the help and
uninstall shortcuts.
You can also skip this folder creation by checking the "Don’t create a Start Menu folder" checkbox.
To verify if the Plug-in has been installed and registered properly, please open the About dialog by clicking on the
respective About link on the Properties dialog.

Pressing the Details... button shows more information about your license:
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The About box can be started by clicking on the About link at the Configuring Subtitle Properties dialog.
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This topic contains the following information:
How does it work?
Compressed PAC File Configuration
EBU (.STL) Configuration
ASCII File Configuration
SubRip (.srt) Configuration
MicroDVD (.sub) Configuration
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3.1. How does it work?
The plug-in is designed as an effect in Avid that renders the subtitles over the video. You can adjust various aspects
of the subtitles - fonts, placement, outlines, boxes, etc.
The plug-in is located in EZTitles effects category. Place the effect on the desired clip or on a separate video tracks.
A caption indicating that there is no subtitles file loaded appears over the video. Then select it, switch to effects
mode and click on "EZTitles Subtitles Properties" item in the effect editor.
When selecting "EZTitles Subtitles Properties" for the first time the plug-in will ask you to select the file with the
subtitles. The supported file types are:
EZT
PAC
890
EBU (STL)
ASCII Text or UNICODE Text
SubRip (SRT)
MicroDVD (SUB)
RTF
Cheetah CAP
NCI CAP

The following configuration dialogs are displayed depending on the type of the imported file:
Compressed PAC File Configuration
EBU (.STL) Configuration
ASCII File Configuration
SubRip (.srt) Configuration
MicroDVD (.sub) Configuration
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3.2. Compressed .PAC file format

PAC Configuration Dialog

The PAC format does not contain information about the fonts and languages used in the specific file, so the dialog
box is used to select the text encoding.
There are two different PAC file formats and if the file you are importing is not correctly loaded displaying red
symbols instead of italics, then you need to check the PU2020 Italic option when importing the file.
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3.3. EBU file format (.STL)
There are additional options when importing an EBU (.stl) file. They are intended to override certain attributes of
the imported file if they are not correct.
All options are Off by default. It is recommended to keep them off unless there is a problem with the imported file.

EBU Import Options

Force Open Subtitles
Force Teletext Subtitles

Override the Display Standard Code (DSC) in the file
header. Depending on this code the program
interprets the file contents in different ways.

Force double height at the beginning of line
Force normal height at the beginning of line

Insert Double height or Normal height control codes
at the beginning of each line.
You can use "Force double height..." if the file is
imported with empty lines between the rows.

Force Start Box control code at the beginning of line

Insert Start Box control codes at the beginning of
each line. Use this option if the text is missing in the
imported file.

Use open mode boxing control codes

By using this option the EZTitles Plug-in will correctly
display the box effect for the subtitles indicated as
"boxed" in the input "open mode" EBU file.
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3.4. ASCII file format (.txt)

ASCII Text File Configuration dialog

You may have to change the code page to match that of the subtitle file. Native Unicode UTF-8 and UTF-16 text
files can be imported as well.
There’s a warning message displayed if you’re working in a non-Unicode mode and trying to import Unicode text
file and etc.
Further information on the supported ASCII text subtitle files you can find in Appendix A. ASCII File Format used by
EZTitles Plug-In.
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3.5. SubRip file format (.srt)

SRT Import Config

You need to select the code page (encoding) to match that of the subtitle file. Here is a list of commonly used code
pages:
1250

ANSI Eastern European: Central European and Eastern European languages that use Latin script, such
as Polish, Czech, Slovak, Hungarian, Slovene, Croatian, Serbian (Latin script), Romanian, Albanian,
etc.

1251

ANSI Cyrillic

1252

ANSI US - Western European languages (English, Spanish, German, French, Italian, etc.)

1253

ANSI Greek

1254

ANSI Turkish

1257

ANSI Baltic, used for Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian languages

932

Japanese

936

Chinese (PRC, Singapore)

949

Korean

950

Chinese (Taiwan, Hong Kong)

All other attributes like alignment, italics and colors are automatically recognized and imported.
The RTL Reorder option is intended for use with Right-to-Left languages. It solves the problem with incorrectly
displayed punctuation marks, Latin text, etc.
Use this option if the punctuation marks at the beginning or at the end are displayed "reversed".
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3.6. MicroDVD file format (.sub)

MicroDVD .SUB Import Config

You need to select the code page (encoding) to match that of the subtitle file. Here is a list of commonly used code
pages:
1250

ANSI Eastern European: Central European and Eastern European languages that use Latin script, such
as Polish, Czech, Slovak, Hungarian, Slovene, Croatian, Serbian (Latin script), Romanian, Albanian,
etc.

1251

ANSI Cyrillic

1252

ANSI US - Western European languages (English, Spanish, German, French, Italian, etc.)

1253

ANSI Greek

1254

ANSI Turkish

1257

ANSI Baltic, used for Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian languages

932

Japanese

936

Chinese (PRC, Singapore)

949

Korean

950

Chinese (Taiwan, Hong Kong)

All other attributes like italics and colors will automatically recognized and imported.
The RTL Reorder option is intended for use with Right-to-Left languages. It solves the problem with incorrectly
displayed punctuation marks, Latin text, etc.
Use this option if the punctuation marks at the beginning or at the end are displayed "reversed".
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The Properties can be summoned by switching to effects mode first and then clicking on "EZTitles Subtitles
Properties" item in the effect editor.
Before we discuss the Properties dialog in details, let’s take a look at possibility of having instant preview of the
subtitle properties.
This function is activated by clicking on the Preview checkbox near the OK button. More about the Preview dialog
and options you can find HERE.
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4.1. Info

At the first page of the Properties dialog you can see information about the current subtitle file, such as Video
standard and frames per second used, time code of the first in-cue and file details (extracted from the
zero subtitle, if any) and currently selected Aspect Ratio.
By entering your movie's starting timecode in the respective Clip Start TC field the subtitles will be automatically
positioned in time accordingly.

Stereoscopic 3D
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This section is only available if an .ezt file containing 3D info is loaded. Such kind of files are created using our 3D
subtitling preparation software - 3DTitles.
Here you need to specify the stereoscopic 3D layout which could differ from the one in the .ezt file. You can always
select "Mono" if you want to "burn" the file as ordinary 2D subtitles.
Dual stream
The idea behind the Dual stream mode is that the left and right eye streams are placed on two different video
tracks of video files. Here you need to select which stream to use (the left one or the right one).
If you have both tracks in the same project you will need to load the .ezt file twice.
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4.2. Safe Area

Properties – Safe Area

Margins
Here you can specify the margins from the edges of the picture. They could be entered as either actual pixels or as
percentage from the resolution's width and height.
The Defaults button brings back the default values for current video resolution which are 10% from the edges.
Along with the text placement control the margins are used for Safe Area checks.
If the text in one or more of the subtitles goes outside the specified area the Check Safe Area indicator at the
bottom left corner turns red.
Clicking on it brings a list of the subtitles currently outside the safe area.
Row interval / Line Spacing
Controls the space between the text lines. It can be specified in two ways illustrated with the next pictures:
Row Interval
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Usually a few pixels. Specify 0 or a negative number
to bring the text lines closer together.

Too small value will overlap the text lines.

Bottom align position
This parameter affects only the subtitles with bottom vertical alignment.
Below Baseline and Over Baseline options are used with letterboxed video when the text should be positioned in
the black stripes in certain way.
Above Safe Area Bottom is used for regular bottom aligned text. This is the default value.
Below Baseline - The text appears below the baseline as illustrated with the two pictures below:

The position of the baseline (yellow line) can be adjusted.
Over Baseline
Subtitles with a single line of text appear bellow the baseline.
For subtitles with two text lines the higher one appears above the baseline and the lower one - bellow the baseline:

The position of the baseline (yellow line) can be adjusted.
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4.3. Fonts

Properties – Fonts

Here you can select the two fonts that will be used for the subtitles rendering and their properties. Along with
font’s boldness and height you can set some additional properties, like spacing and horizontal scaling.
Spacing (defined in pixels, ranging from –16.0 to +16.0) specifies the additional space left between the characters
– when its value is negative characters are drawn closer to each other. If positive they are drawn further apart
from one another.
Horizontal Scale (defined in percent, ranging from +50 to +150) specifies horizontal characters deformation –
values lower than 100 shrink and higher than 100 expand the character width.
Right to Left - click this checkbox if you are working in Arabic, Hebrew or Persian. You can configure one of the
fonts to be right-to-left and thus having subtitles with both left-to-right and right-to-left lines.
Asian Text Font option enables the Plug-in to display Asian and non Asian text with different fonts even when they
are inserted on the same line.
You can check how the changes will affect the subtitles. All you have to do is click the Preview checkbox which will
open the instant Preview Dialog.
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4.4. Effects (Subtitle Presentation)

Project Properties – Effects

Effects page, has three sections:

Box
Boxed subtitles appearance is controlled from here. The following parameters can be specified:
Left, Right, Top and Bottom extends - how many pixels the box will be expanded with in
corresponding direction. For PAL/NTSC resolution the defaults are left: 18 pixels, right: 18 pixels, top and
bottom are 0 pixels.
Color option specifies the color of the box. The default color is black.
Opacity option is applied for Ghost boxed, Ghost striped and Ghost block-boxed subtitles. Larger values
make the box less transparent. The default is '35%'.
More information about subtitles presentation styles is available HERE.

Outline and Shadow
When enabled, an outline (or border) will be drawn around the characters with width and color specified by
you. Width values range from 0 to 8 (default is 2) even though reasonable values are from 1 to 3. However, you
can try other values as well to find the one that better suit your needs depending on the current font and size.
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When enabled, drop-shadow will draw a shadow of the characters in a selected color and defined offset relative
to the original character's position. Both X Offset and Y Offset settings accept values from -8 to 8. Changing
shadow's Opacity or enabling the Soft shadow option may result into more pleasantly looking results.
Easy way to disable the drop-shadow effect is by entering zero pixels in both fields or by changing its opacity to 0%.
Negative Y Offset values mean the shadow will be drawn above the original character's position. Giving positive Y
Offset values will draw a shadow below the original position.
X Offset acts similarly, where negative values will set the shadow before and positive will set the shadow after the
original character's position. You can combine negative and positive values for the X and Y Offsets to achieve the
desired results.
More information about subtitles presentation styles is available HERE.

Text/Anti-aliasing
The text color is the color of the normal text.
When the Anti-aliasing option is turned on, an anti-aliasing algorithm is applied to the drawn text, which
smooths the edges of the characters.
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4.5. Global Presentation Style
Here you can control the presentation style for all subtitles. Selecting NO CHANGE instructs the Plug-in to use the
corresponding attribute as they are specified in the imported file,

Properties- Global Presentation Style

Alignment
All of the Alignment options change the general position of the text on the screen and respectively you could align
the subtitles to the Left, Right or Center.
If Auto Centered Left Alignment is switched on the Plug-in automatically detects the subtitles containing a
dialog and displays them center-left aligned i.e. the longest line is centered and the other lines are justified to its
left edge. Note that only Centered subtitles that have a line starting with "-" or "–" are considered as dialog and
are center-left aligned.
Note for right-to-left languages: Left means the default language direction. If Right-to-Left is selected on the
Fonts page, then "left" lines are displayed in default direction - right on the screen.
Text Direction
Text Direction option modifies the text's orientation and it could be Horizontal - the symbols are displayed from
Left to Right or from Right to Left as long as the respective Right to Left option is selected, or Vertical - symbols are
displayed from Top to Bottom usually used with subtitles in Japanese or Chinese.
Very often subtitles in these languages contain annotations, called Ruby characters or simply Rubies, above a
specific word or character. After changing text's direction from Vertical to Horizontal or vice-versa Rubies' position
will also change according to the general rules specified below:
o

For single line subtitle with horizontal direction – rubies are positioned above character;

o

For single line subtitle with vertical direction – rubies are positioned on right side of character;
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o
If ruby is present on the second line of a two-line horizontal subtitle – rubies are positioned below
character;
o
If ruby is present on the second line of a two-line vertical subtitle – rubies are positioned left of
character.
Vertical Position
Here you can force the subtitles to be Top or Bottom aligned. Please note that if you set Bottom all raised subtitles
will be moved down to the default position.
Box effects:
The properties of the effects (box color, opacity, etc.) are controlled by the Effects (Subtitle Presentation) page.
None

No box effect is applied.

Box

Draws a box behind the text.

Ghost boxed

Draws a transparent box behind the text.

Striped

Draws stripes behind the text across the screen.

Ghost stripe

Draws transparent stripes behind the text across the screen.

Block boxed

Draws a box with width adjusted to the longest subtitle line.

Ghost block boxed

Same as Block boxed, but the box is transparent.

Outline/Shadow effects:
None

No outline or shadow effect is applied.

Outline

An outline around the characters is drawn.

Dropshadow

A shadow behind the characters is drawn.

Outline dropshadow

Combines outline and dropshadow.

Context Digit Substitution
It works similarly to the Windows digit substitution feature. You can display the digits with their Arabic-Indic or Farsi
representations in the context when Arabic or Farsi text persists on the very same row.
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4.6. Check Safe Area
If one or more subtitles do not fit in the safe area, the Check Safe Area button turns red.
To see which subtitles are outside of the safe area, click on it and you will be taken to the Check Safe Area dialog:

Properties – Safe Area Check

Here you can see the problematic subtitles. If the "Preview" option was selected at the Properties dialog you can
click on any of the subtitles in the Safe Area check list and the Properties Preview window will automatically load.
The Check list though remains sidelong.
You can change the font attributes or redefine the Safe Area borders in order to correct the subtitles outside the
Safe Area. Please note that the changes are global and will affect all the subtitles.
When changing the font attributes or safe area bounds, the list is automatically updated. Also the changes are
immediately displayed in the Properties Preview window.
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The main purpose of the second subtitle track is to keep and properly display subtitles with overlapping timing
which should naturally be displayed simultaneously on the screen. The most common examples include scenarios in
which both vertical and horizontal text need to be displayed on screen at the same time, text must be displayed
both at the top and bottom of the picture.

To switch between subtitles in the secondary and main tracks you first need to double click on the subtitle file in
order to open the Plug-in's properties and then on the respective Subtitles Track drop-down located to the bottom
of the Preview window:

The EZTitles Plug-in for Avid can currently distinguish if there are two subtitle tracks only if the input is in the .ezt
or .eztxml formats. Overlapping subtitles in all other formats will still be displayed in one track and respectively
their text may overlap on-screen unless their vertical or horizontal position has been changed in advance by the
editor or directly by using the options provided by the Plug-in.
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When you click on the Preview checkbox at the Properties window, the following window appears:

The center part of the screen shows exactly how the subtitles will appear with all the presentation styles (box,
outline, etc.) you have selected. The white lines are there to represent the safe area borders.
Please note that the timeline preview is available only if the Properties dialog has been summoned from the
timeline. The current subtitle number, in- and out-cues are displayed at the very bottom of the screen.

Presentation Controls
Changing the attributes on the Properties dialog affects all subtitles in the file.
But at the same time you can modify the appearance of specific subtitles using the respective controls at the
Preview window.
You can apply different style to multiple subtitles by selecting more than one using the preview list at the bottom.
Just click on of the subtitles there, hold down the Ctrl key and select all other subtitles you would like to change.
The total count of selected subtitles is displayed at the bottom right of the window.
You can change the horizontal alignment of the selected subtitles or their vertical position (positioned to the top or
bottom) or even the text's direction.
Subtitles with vertically oriented text are common for the East Asian scripts like Chinese, Japanese and Korean.
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In addition the text could be raised up or dropped down the screen by using the respective Move Up and Move
Down commands.
From the Presentation Style section on the right you can apply different setting for the current subtitle.
Yellow exclamation mark is displayed if the selected style differs from the Global Presentation Style settings.
The exclamation mark notification can be turned on/off by using the "Mark Presentation Style Differences"
checkbox.
Reset All to Default button will apply the Global Presentation Style settings to all subtitles in the file.
While pressing the Restore Defaults button at the bottom, under the Presetnation Style section, will reset the
appearance to their defaults for the selected subtitles only.

Navigation
You can easily navigate through the subtitles by using the horizontal scroller at the bottom, the Number drop
down menu or the keyboard’s arrow keys.
To switch to subtitles inserted in the secondary subtitle track simply use the respective Subtilte Track drop-down
located to the bottom of the window.
If you select a subtitle, its in and out-cue are displayed at the bottom left corner of the window.
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0000 : 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:08
[L1]Top Gun
[L1](DVD - PAL)
[L1]STORY:
[L1]LANG: GBR
[L1]
[L1]
[L1]
[L1]
[L1]
[]
[]
0001 : 01:24:40:01 01:24:43:16
[C2]You'll also be trained and evaluated
[C2]by civilian specialists.
0002 : 01:24:43:20 01:24:48:14
[C1]They are our best source of information
[C2]on enemy aircraft.
0003 : 01:24:48:18 01:24:54:04
[C2]One of the most qualified is call sign
[C1]Charlie, with a Ph.D. in astrophysics.
0004 : 01:24:54:08 01:25:01:01
[C2]Listen to her, because the Pentagon
[C2]listens to her about your proficiency.
0005 : 01:25:01:05 01:25:04:15
[C2]All yours, Charlie.
As you can see from this ASCII subtitle file excerpt, when writing you must follow some simple rules to ensure
that your work will be properly imported with the EZTitles Plug-in.
Every subtitle consists of four parts – subtitle number, timecode, format and text. Every two subtitles are
separated by a blank line between them.
Every subtitle begins with a row in which you place the subtitle number and the timecode, separated by a “:”.
The timecode consists of the subtitle’s in- and out-cue, separated by a space. The subtitle number is not mandatory
so you can skip it and just enter the two timecodes.
The text for each line of the subtitle is placed just below the number and timecode row. The text could be preceded
by format information enclosed in square brackets.
The format information contains the row alignment, (L – left, R – right and C – center), and the font number.
The format information is not required.
When imported, the text is placed in the last rows of the subtitle (for instance “All yours, Charlie.” will be on the last
line of the subtitle).
If you want the rows to be placed higher, you must add a “[]” (a pair of square brackets) for each row you want to
appear below the text.
In the beginning is the Zero subtitle. The Zero subtitle follows the same rules as the other subtitles, and always
has the 0000 subtitle number.
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